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Introduction

Article
Fast Track

The first MYB transcription factor to be identified was the
v-MYB oncogene, a determinant in avian myeloblastosis (Carr
and Mott 1991). Homologs of v-MYB have subsequently been
identified across all major lineages of eukaryotes and are
recognized to constitute a superfamily of transcription factors
of ancient evolutionary origin (Lipsick 1996; Jiang et al. 2004;
Yanhui et al. 2006). MYB genes encode a characteristic
helix-turn-helix DNA-binding domain (the MYB domain)
(Carr and Mott 1991) comprising at least one semiconserved
motif of approximately 50 amino acids (the R motif) (Lipsick
1996; Kranz et al. 1998; Romero et al. 1998; Jin and Martin
1999; Dubos et al. 2010). The R motif forms three a-helices:
the first two a-helices form a helix-turn-helix structure
that constitutes a hydrophobic core, whereas the third
a-helix acts as the “recognition” helix in direct contact with
a DNA-binding site (Ogata et al. 1996; Jia et al. 2004). MYB
genes can contain tandem repeats of this R motif, in which
case, repeated motifs within the tandem array are designated
R1, R2, and R3 according to their similarity to the motifs
found in the archetypal c-MYB gene (Martin and Paz-Ares
1997; Kranz et al. 1998; Dubos et al. 2010). Four loose classes

of MYB genes are recognized according to their number of
tandem repeats: 1) the 4R MYB genes; 2) the 3R MYB genes;
3) the heterogeneous MYB-related genes; and 4) the
plant-specific R2R3 MYB genes. R2R3 MYB genes have 126,
180, 108, and 109 representatives in the genomes of
Arabidopsis thaliana (Dubos et al. 2010), Populus trichopoda
(Wilkins et al. 2009), Vitis vinifera (Matus et al. 2008), and
Oryza sativa (Yanhui et al. 2006), respectively. Numerous
R2R3 MYB genes have been functionally characterized, and
their increased diversity supports a range of physiological and
developmental processes, including the regulation of secondary metabolism, the control of cell morphogenesis, the regulation of meristem formation, flower and seed development,
defense and stress responses, and light and hormone signaling
pathways. R2R3 MYB proteins often control plant-specific
processes, consistent with the inception of this family
within the plant lineage, and its expansion concomitant
with increasing complexity in development and metabolism
of plants (Martin and Paz-Ares 1997; Kranz et al. 1998; Dubos
et al. 2010).
Several studies have analyzed phylogenetic relationships
among R2R3 MYB genes that have been functionally
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Differentiated epidermal cells such as trichomes and conical cells perform numerous essential functions in plant biology and are
important for our understanding of developmental patterning and cell shape regulation. Many are also commercially significant,
such as cotton fibers and trichomes that secrete pharmaceutically useful or herbivore-deterring compounds. Here, we focus on
the phylogeny and evolution of the subgroup 9 R2R3 MYB gene transcription factors, which include the MIXTA gene, and that
are important for the specification and regulation of plant cellular differentiation. We have sequenced 49 subgroup 9 R2R3 MYB
genes from key experimental taxa and combined these sequences with those identified by an exhaustive bioinformatic search, to
compile a data set of 223 subgroup 9 R2R3 MYB genes. Our phylogenetic analyses demonstrate, for the first time, the complex
evolutionary history of the subgroup 9 R2R3 MYB genes. A duplication event is inferred before the origin of seed plants giving rise
to two major gene lineages, here termed SBG9-A and SBG9-B. The evolutionary conservation of the SBG9-B gene lineage has not
been previously recognized and its role in cellular differentiation is unknown, thus an entire clade of potential candidate genes for
epidermal cell regulation remains to be explored. Using a heterologous transformation bioassay, we provide functional data that
implicate members of the SBG9-B lineage in the specification of epidermal projections. Furthermore, we reveal numerous
putative duplication events in both SBG9-A and SBG9-B lineages, resolving uncertainty about orthology and paralogy among
the subgroup 9 R2R3 MYB genes. Finally, we provide a robust framework over which to interpret existing functional data and to
direct ongoing comparative genetic research into the evolution of plant cellular diversity.
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(Whitney et al. 2011), and in the investigation of cell shape
regulation (Oppenheimer 1998).
The roles of several SBG9 R2R3 MYB genes in the regulation of epidermal cell differentiation have been characterized
for diverse species, see table 1 (Baumann et al. 2007). The first
to be characterized was the MIXTA gene from the snapdragon
Antirrhinum majus, which controls the development of conical cell shape in the petal epidermis (Noda et al. 1994) and
appears to be both necessary and sufficient to drive the formation of conical epidermal cells from flat epidermal cells
(Glover et al. 1998; Martin et al. 2002). Additional SBG9
R2R3 MYB genes (MIXTA-LIKE 1, MIXTA-LIKE 2, and
MIXTA-LIKE 3) are also expressed in petals of A. majus and
perform similar but nonredundant roles with respect to
MIXTA. For example, AmMYBML1 performs a discrete function compared with AmMIXTA, controlling trichome, conical
cell, and mesophyll cell morphogenesis in the ventral petal of
Antirrhinum flowers, generating the characteristic hinge
region of the flower (Perez-Rodriguez et al. 2005). SBG9
R2R3 MYB genes have been functionally analyzed in a
number of other plant species (table 1), including the
PhMYB1 gene from Petunia hybrida (Baumann et al. 2007),
the AtMYB16, AtMYB17, and AtMYB106 genes of A. thaliana
(Baumann et al. 2007; Gilding and Marks 2010; Pastore et al.
2011), the GhMYB25 and GhMYB25-like genes from
Gossypium hirsuta (Machado et al. 2009; Walford et al.
2011), the DcMYBML1 gene from Dendrobium crumenatum
(Gilding and Marks 2010), the MtMYBML3 gene from
Medicago truncatula (Gilding and Marks 2010), the
PtMYB186 gene from P. trichopoda (Plett et al. 2010), and
TtMYBML2 from Thalictrum thalictroides (Di Stilio et al.
2009). Together these studies suggest that the SBG9 lineage
of R2R3 MYB proteins as a whole perform roles in the
regulation of cellular differentiation and particularly in the
formation of epidermal projections such as trichomes, conical cells, and root hairs. However, these functional analyses
lack a robust comparative framework over which to interpret data from diverse species. It is evident that there is considerable paralogy within the SBG9 lineage, but it is uncertain
to what extent these result from shallow or deep level duplication events. Relationships of orthology and paralogy are
indistinguishable without a robust phylogenetic framework,
and without such, it remains difficult to make accurate statements about the conservation and diversification of regulatory networks controlling epidermal projections.
Given the widespread biological importance of differentiated plant epidermal cells, and the role of SBG9 R2R3
MYB genes in the regulation of trichomes and conical cells,
we sought to characterize the phylogeny of the SBG9 R2R3
gene lineage to better frame questions concerning evolution
of epidermal projections and their genetic regulation.
Phylogenetic analyses of 223 SBG9 R2R3 MYB genes support
both ancient and recent duplication events and greatly clarify
relationships within this clade. Most notably, we reveal that a
deep duplication event occurred before the origin of the seed
plants, which generated two major lineages of SBG9 R2R3
MYB genes. All but one of the functionally characterized
SBG9 MYB genes fall into just one of these ancient lineages,
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characterized or retrieved on the basis of sequence similarity
from annotated genomes (Kranz et al. 1998; Stracke et al.
2001; Dubos et al. 2010). These phylogenetic analyses demonstrate numerous instances in which genes of similar function cluster together in related phylogenetic subgroups
(Stracke et al. 2001), although it is important to recognize
that similar genes can perform distinct functions in different
species. Many lineages within the R2R3 MYB family appear to
have acquired lineage-specific functions and also exhibit diagnostic motifs (Stracke et al. 2001). Examples include 1) members of subgroup 12 (AtMYB102/AtM4, AtMYB028/HAG1,
AtMYB029/HAG3, AtMYB034/ATR1, AtMYB051/HIG1, and
AtMYB076/HAG2), which are involved in glucosinolate metabolism (Dubos et al. 2010); 2) members of subgroup 14
(AtMYB037/RAX1, AtMYB038 RAX2/BIT1, AtMYB038
RAX2/BIT1, and AtMYB084/RAX3), which are involved in
axillary meristem and lateral organ development (Dubos
et al. 2010), and 3) members of subgroup 15 (AtMYB0/
GLABROUS1, AtMYB66/WEREWOLF, and AtMYB23),
which can complement each other functionally and are
involved in epidermal patterning, trichome production, and
root hair formation (Dubos et al. 2010). Bioinformatic and
phylogenetic approaches combined with functional analyses
can generate a framework for hypothesizing functions of
uncharacterized MYB genes and those in nonmodel plant
species (Dubos et al. 2010); indeed the functions of numerous
Arabidopsis MYB genes controlling anthocyanin and flavonol
biosynthesis were predicted in much this way (Stracke et al.
2007). With this goal in mind, we focused on the phylogeny
and function of the subgroup 9 (SBG9) R2R3 MYB genes
(represented by AtMYB16, AtMYB106, and AtMYB17 in A.
thaliana) (Stracke et al. 2001). Characterized members of this
group to date have a lineage-specific role and are generally
involved in the regulation of epidermal projections.
Differentiated epidermal cells such as trichomes and conical cells serve numerous functions in the biology of plants,
including insect and herbivore deterrence (Johnson 1975);
pollinator attraction (Noda et al. 1994); pollen collection
and dispersal (Werker 2000); seed dispersal and seed establishment (Werker 2000); reduction of leaf wetness and modulation of transpiration (Ehleringer 1984; Brewer and Smith
1997); bacterial and fungal toxicity (Johnson 1975); and ion
and pollutant secretion (Kupper et al. 2000). Commercially
important products derived from trichomes include cotton
fibers, and trichome-localized medicinals such as the antidepressant hypericin, the antimalarial artemisinin, spice principals such as the mint monoterpenes, and cosmeceuticals
such as sclareol (Wagner et al. 2004). Consequently, trichomes
are important targets for genetic engineering (Wagner et al.
2004), to increase the density (Machado et al. 2009) and
elongation of cotton fibers (Kim and Triplett 2001), to enhance herbivore resistance (Plett et al. 2010), and for the
commercial harvesting of metabolites (Wagner et al. 2004).
Finally, differentiated cell types are conceptually and experimentally important in taxonomic classification (Hayat et al.
2009), as markers of organ identity (Ojeda et al. 2009), in
understanding developmental patterning (Hulskamp et al.
1999), for the exploration of plant-pollinator interactions
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Table 1. Functional Data Currently Available for SBG9-A R2R3 MYB Genes.
Species Name
Antirrhinum majus

Mimulus guttatus

MgMYBML8

Populus trichopoda
Thalictrum
thalictroides
Medicago
trunculata
Dendrobium
crumenatum
A. thaliana

PtrMYB186
TtMYBML2

Gossypium hirsuta
G. hirsuta
Ant. majus
Ant. majus
Petunia hybrida

MtMYBML3

Negative expression correlation with
trichome density
Ectopic overexpression on P. trichopoda
Heterologous overexpression in N.
tabacum
Heterologous expression in A. thaliana

DcMYBML1

Heterologous expression in A. thaliana

AtMYB17

T-DNA insertion line in A. thaliana

Function
Positive regulator epidermal conical cells

Reference
Noda et al. (1994)

Positive regulator epidermal conical cells
and trichomes
Regulator of cotton fiber elongation and
trichome density
Early regulator of cotton fiber initiation

Perez-Rodriguez et al.
(2005)
Machado et al. (2009)

Positive regulator epidermal conical cells

Baumann et al. (2007)

Regulator epidermal conical cells

Jaffe et al. (2007)

Positive regulator epidermal conical cells

Baumann et al. (2007)

Positive regulator epidermal conical cells

Baumann et al. (2007)

Positive and negative regulator of trichome development
Negative regulator of trichome density

Gilding and Marks
(2010)
Scoville et al. (2011)

Positive regulator of trichome density
Positive regulator epidermal conical cells

Plett et al. (2010)
Di Stilio et al. (2009)

Walford et al. (2011)

Positive regulator of trichome
Gilding and Marks
development
(2010)
Positive regulator of trichome
Gilding and Marks
development
(2010)
Epidermal analyses not reported, involved Pastore et al. (2011)
in flowering commitment

NOTE.—Species and gene name, method of characterization, and brief summary of inferred function are indicated. Accessions shaded darker gray belong to the MIXTA clade,
lightly shaded gray accessions belong to the MIXTA-like lineage, and unshaded accessions belong to the MYB17 clade.

thus an entire clade of potential candidate genes for regulation of cellular differentiation remains largely unexplored.
We provide functional data that suggest that this newly
defined lineage is also likely involved in the regulation of epidermal projections and constitutes a conserved but
unexplored genetic "tool kit" that is important for our understanding of the regulation and evolution of epidermal
projections.

Results
Characterization of SBG9 Homologs and
Phylogenetic Analysis
A bioinformatic search of publicly available databases
revealed the existence of several hundred SBG9 homologs
of which 175 were included in the data set for phylogenetic
analysis. Forty-nine SBG9-like cDNAs were isolated from
20 core eudicot taxa. Alignment of the predicted amino
acid sequences of the new loci with those of previously identified SBG9 homologs revealed a high degree of conservation
throughout the 50 -MYB domain, and within the previously
characterized SBG9 motif, with many positions nearly invariant throughout the seed plants—for amino acid alignment
see supplementary data S1, Supplementary Material online.
This highly conserved SBG9 motif (25 amino acid residues
in length) is a synapomorphy for the SBG9 lineage; however,
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from the level of the alignment, two clear variants of the SBG9
motif are evident that divide the SBG9 clade into two major
subgroups (fig. 1). To the 30 -end of the SBG9 motif, sequence
conservation decreases, with numerous indels, synonymous,
and nonsynonymous substitutions, supplementary data S1,
Supplementary Material online.

Phylogenetic Analyses Reveal Patterns of Ancient
Gene Duplication
A nucleotide alignment of 223 SBG9 sequences was analyzed
using a maximum likelihood criterion implemented in GARLI
and the Bayesian optimality criterion implemented in
MrBayes. Physcomitrella patens, Marchantia polymorpha,
and Selaginella moellendorfii SBG9-like sequences were used
to root the trees on the basis of findings from earlier studies
(Baumann et al. 2007). Analyses give strong support to a clade
containing all seed plant sequences with 100% maximum
likelihood bootstrap (MLBS) support and 100% posterior
probability (PP). Within seed plants, the loci are divided
into two strongly supported clades (100% MLBS and 100%
PP), which we have termed the SBG9-A and SBG9-B lineages
(fig. 1). Each lineage contains representatives from both
extant gymnosperms and angiosperms indicating that the
SBG9-A and SBG9-B lineages were produced by an ancient
gene duplication that predates the diversification of seed
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Arabidopsis
thaliana
A. thaliana

Analysis
Transposon-induced mutant in Ant.
majus
AmMYBML1 Heterologous overexpression in
Nicotiana tabacum
GhMYB25
RNAi and ectopic overexpression in
Gorteria hirsuta
GhMYB25-like RNAi and ectopic overexpression in
Gorteria hirsuta
AmMYBML2 Heterologous overexpression in
N. tabacum
AmMYBML3 Heterologous overexpression in
N. tabacum
PhMYB1
Transposon-induced mutant in
Pet. hybrida
AtMYB16
Heterologous overexpression in N.
tabacum
AtMYB106
Insertional mutant in A. thaliana

Ant. majus

Gene Name
AmMIXTA
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FIG. 1. (A) Diagram with snapshots of alignments illustrating the hybrid nature of the Physcomitrella patens SBG9 sequences, which exhibit C-terminus
motifs peculiar to both the SBG9-A and SBG9-B lineages. (B) GARLI maximum likelihood phylogram of 220 members of the subgroup 9 R2R3 MYB
genes revealing the two major subclades, SBG9-A and SBG9-B, and the major clades resulting from core eudicot duplication, MIXTA, MIXTA-like,
MYB17, and MYB17-like. Blue lines indicate angiosperm taxa, and red lines indicate gymnosperm taxa. Outgroups: Selaginella mollendorfii, Phy. patens,
and Marchantia polymorpha. Numbers next to nodes are Bayesian Posterior probabilities (in bold) and MLBS support values greater than 50% from
100 replicates. Logo types depict the conserved SBG9 motif for SBG9-A and SB9-B clades—red stars beneath these logos indicate residues that are most
diagnostic between the two clades.

plants. Further duplications in both the SBG9-A and SBG9-B
lineages occurred independently within the monocot and
core eudicot lineages of angiosperms (fig. 1). Gymnosperms
were not sampled densely enough to evaluate more recent
histories of gene duplication and gene loss.

The SBG9-A Lineage
A nucleotide alignment of 153 SBG9-A lineage sequences was
analyzed using a maximum likelihood criterion implemented
in GARLI and the Bayesian optimality criterion implemented
in MrBayes (figs. 2 and 3). Gymnosperm SBG9-A sequences
529
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100/100

76/52

67/-

58/-

Core Eudicots (see Fig. 3)

FIG. 2. GARLI maximum likelihood phylogram of early diverging members of subclade SBG9-A. Numbers next to nodes are Bayesian Posterior
probabilities (in bold) and MLBS support values from 100 replicates. Organismal coding: black—gymnosperms; blue—basal angiosperms and magnoliids; purple—monocot; and orange—basal eudicots. Red filled squares indicate genes that have been functionally characterized and red hollow squares
indicate genes with clear expression data. Nodes marked with a black circle indicate the point of an inferred duplication event.

were used to root the tree on the basis of analyses described
in the previous section. The topology obtained by Bayesian
and ML analyses was identical. The SBG9-A lineage is well
represented in angiosperms with representatives from the
ANITA grade, magnoliids, monocots, basal eudicots, and
core eudicots. A gene duplication event is well supported
within the monocots and may be Poaceae specific (fig. 2),
whereas a gene duplication event within the core eudicots
generated two clades, here termed MIXTA and MIXTA-like
(fig. 3). Of the SBG-9A genes isolated in this study, 28 belong
to the MIXTA-like clade and 13 fall out in the MIXTA clade. In
addition, there are several strongly supported duplications
within the MIXTA-like clade in the families Brassicaceae,
Fabaceae, and Asteraceae. The MIXTA-like clade more accurately tracks the angiosperm phylogeny and has a robust structure with better supported internal nodes. In contrast, the
MIXTA clade is less well supported. This lack of resolution is
essentially due to the greater sequence variation and
530

molecular rate heterogeneity among MIXTA orthologs,
which in turn ensures that there are fewer synapomorphies
to define the substructure of the MIXTA clade.
The SBG9-B Lineage
A nucleotide alignment of 70 SBG9-B lineage sequences was
analyzed using a maximum likelihood criterion implemented
in GARLI and the Bayesian optimality criterion implemented
in MrBayes (fig. 4). As with the SBG9-A analyses, gymnosperm
SBG9-B sequences were used to root the tree. The SBG9-B
lineage is well represented in angiosperms with representatives from the ANITA grade, magnoliids, monocots, basal
eudicots, and core eudicots. A gene duplication event is suggested for the monocots and again may be Poaceae specific,
whereas a gene duplication event within the eudicots similarly
generates two clades, here termed MYB17 and MYB17-like.
Of the genes isolated in this study, six genes belong to the
MYB17-like clade and one gene falls within the MYB17 clade.
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EF087263.1 (Picea sitchensis)
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FIG. 3. GARLI maximum likelihood phylogram of core eudicot members of subclade SBG9-A, revealing two major clades: MIXTA and MIXTA-like.
Numbers next to nodes are Bayesian Posterior probabilities (in bold) and MLBS support values from 100 replicates. Organismal coding: green—Asterids
and red—Rosids. Red filled squares indicate genes that have been functionally characterized, and red hollow squares indicate genes with suggestive
expression data. Nodes marked with a black circle indicate the point of an inferred duplication event. Names in bold are genes that were cloned and
sequenced in this study.

The MYB17-like clade has high levels of support (PP = 100%,
MLBS = 89%), whereas the MYB17 clade is less well supported.
In addition, there is a gene duplication event in the MYB17
clade within the Solanaceae. Both the MYB17 and MYB17-like
clades accurately track the angiosperm phylogeny with clear
rosid and asterid clades.

Characterization of LjMYB17-Like Gene
Ectopic expression of the LjMYB17-like gene in Nicotiana
tabacum in three independent transformed lines was established by RT-PCR, shown in supplementary figure S1,
Supplementary Material online. Expression of the
LjMYB17-like gene results in the ectopic production of conical
531
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FIG. 4. GARLI maximum likelihood phylogram of early diverging members of subclade SBG9-B, revealing two major clades: MYB17 and MYB17-like.
Numbers next to nodes are Bayesian posterior probabilities (in bold) and MLBS support values from 100 replicates. Red filled squares indicate genes that
have been functionally characterized, and blue asterisk marks the gene that has been functionally characterized in this study. Nodes marked with a black
circle indicate the point of an inferred duplication event. Names in bold are genes that were cloned and sequenced in this study.

cells on epidermal surfaces of both vegetative and floral
organs of the plants (figs. 5 and 6). Ectopic conical cells on
the abaxial and adaxial surfaces of the leaf (fig. 5B and D)
are highly similar but not identical to those usually found
on the wild-type petal (fig. 5I) and were prolific. The
phenotype of these ectopic vegetative conical cells was
identical to that observed in the AmMIXTA overexpression
lines (Noda et al. 1994). Ectopic conical cells on the stamen
532

filaments were interspersed with ectopic long-stalked trichomes (fig. 5F), normally absent on this tissue in wild-type
individuals (fig. 5E). Ectopic conical cells were also produced on the surface of the ovary of transformed plants
(fig. 5H).
Quantitative analysis of the adaxial and abaxial leaf surfaces
in 35S::LjMYB17-like leaves (compared with wild type) revealed the following significant differences (P < 0.01) in
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epidermal cell types (fig. 6): a 2.3–7.6-fold decrease in relative
frequency of flat cells, a 2.1–3.7-fold decrease in stomatal
density, a 2.5–9.3-fold increase in the total number of trichomes, and an increase in the number of conical cells of
5.3–8.7-fold. On the reproductive tissues such as the ovary,
where no conical cells are found in the wild type, between
96% and 100% of cells were conical. Similarly, stamen filaments that are conical and trichome-free in wild type exhibited 5–70% of cells with papillae and 6–20% of cells with
trichomes.

Materials and Methods
Plant Material
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Cloning and Sequencing of MIXTA-Like MYB
Homologs
Isolation of 49 MIXTA-like MYB genes was performed using
degenerate RT-PCR. RNA was extracted from floral tissue of
varying developmental stages using a CTAB-based buffer.
RNA was then DNAse treated (Applied Biosystems/
Ambion, CA) and 1 mg was subsequently used to synthesize
first-strand cDNA using SuperScriptTM II Reverse
Transcriptase (Invitrogen, CA). The various taxa-specific primers used to amplify MIXTA-like MYB genes from first-strand
cDNA are listed in supplementary table S1, Supplementary
Material online. PCR amplifications were performed in 50 ml
of PCR buffer containing 50 and 10 pmol of 50 - and 30 -primer,
respectively, 25 mmol of each dNTP, and two units of BioTaq
polymerase (Bioline Ltd., London, UK). Successful amplifications were repeated with Phusion proof-reading Taq (NEB,
Hitchin, UK), and at least 10 colonies were sequenced for
each locus.

200μm

FIG. 5. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of epidermis of
tobacco lines ectopically expressing LjMYB17-like versus wild-type
control tobacco. (A) Abaxial surface of leaf in wild-type tobacco. (B)
Abaxial surface of leaf in 35S::LjMYB17-like plants—epidermal cells are
predominantly papillate with reduction in the occurrence of stomata.
(C) Adaxial surface of leaf in wild-type tobacco—flat epidermal cells
predominate with frequent stomata and occasional simple trichomes.
(D) Adaxial surface of leaf in 35S::LjMYB17-like plants—epidermal cells
are predominantly papillate with reduction in the occurrence of stomata. (E) Surface of the stamen filament in wild-type tobacco—long

FIG. 5. Continued
thin epidermal cells. (F) Surface of the stamen filament in
35S::LjMYB17-like tobacco—long thin epidermal cells with occasional
papillae and short and long simple trichomes. (G) Surface of the
ovary in wild-type tobacco—rounded epidermal cells. (H) Surface of
the ovary in 35S::LjMYB17-like plants—epidermal cells predominantly
papillate. (I) Surface of the petal in wild-type tobacco—conical cells.
(J) Surface of the petal in 35S::LjMYB17-like tobacco—conical cells on
the petal surface are now mostly elongated into long glandular
trichomes.
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200μm

A range of floral tissue was obtained for the following taxa:
from Rosids, Fabaceae—Coronilla scorpioides, Hedysarum
multijugum, Lotus japonicus, Robinia pseudoacacia, and
Vicia unijuga, and from Asterids, Asteraceae—Gorteria diffusa;
Solanaceae—Solanum capsicoides, S. coriaceum, S. elaeagnifolium, Sol. sisymbriifolium, Sol. lycopersicum, and Sol. tridynamum; and Plantaginaceae—Annarhinum bellidifolium,
Cymbalaria muralis, Maurandella antirrhiniflora, Maurandya
scandens, Asarina procumbens, Linaria vulgaris, Misopates
orontium, and Sairocarpus coulterianum. These taxa were selected as they represent angiosperm clades that are important
systems for the study of epidermal differentiation, particularly
in relation to pollination.
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FIG. 6. Graph depicting the changing proportions of epidermal cell types (flat cells, conical cells, trichomes, glandular trichomes, and stomata) on vegetative leaves (adaxial and abaxial) and reproductive structures
(ovary and stamen filament) between three independent 35S::LjMYB17-like lines and wild-type tobacco. Cell counts shown as percentages normalized to total number of cell counts (N > 40). Adax, adaxial surface;
abax, abaxial surface. * Indicates significant difference from wild-type (p < 0.01).
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Assembly and Alignment

Alignment
All phylogenetic analyses were conducted on nucleotide
alignments previously aligned by codon. Regions that could
not be confidently aligned at the amino acid level were
excluded from the analysis. To determine the level of exclusion, the alignment was subject to reiterative preliminary analyses to explore the effect of including different parts of the
alignment. Trees derived from these preliminary analyses
were examined to determine 1) the extent to which the
tree topology is robust to variable alignment; 2) to what
extent different alignments generate the same topology
regardless of tree building optimality criterion; and 3) the
degree to which the topology tracks organismal angiosperm
phylogeny (both across the whole tree and within paralogous
clades). In evaluating the performance of these exploratory
analyses, we approached an optimized alignment that was
selected for final analyses. Gaps and missing ends of
partial sequences and incomplete ESTs were coded as missing
data.

Phylogenetic Analyses
For ML analyses, we employed the program GARLI (Genetic
Algorithm for Rapid Likelihood Inference; version 0.942)
(Zwickl 2000). GARLI conducts ML heuristic phylogenetic
searches under the general time reversible (GTR) model of
nucleotide substitution, in addition to models that incorporate among-site rate variation, either assuming a gamma distribution ( ) or a proportion of invariable sites (I), or both.
Analyses were run with default options, except that the
“significanttopochange” parameter was reduced to 0.01 to
make searches more stringent. ML bootstrap analyses were

conducted with the default parameters and 100 replicates.
We performed five replicate GARLI analyses and selected the
topology with the highest likelihood score. Models of nucleotide substitution were determined using MrModeltest
(Nylander 2004). The Akaike information criterion was
used to select GTR + I + G as an appropriate model based
on the relative informational distance between the
ranked models. Analyses were implemented in MrBayes,
version 3.1.2 (Huelsenbeck and Ronquist 2001; Ronquist
and Huelsenbeck 2003). Two independent analyses each
ran for 5 million generations, using four Markov chains,
and with all other parameters at default values; trees were
sampled every 1,000th generation, with a burn-in of 1 million
generations. Stationarity of the Markov Monte Carlo
chain was determined by the average standard deviation
of split frequencies between runs (after 5 million generations, the average standard deviation was 0.003%) and
by examination of the posterior in Tracer, version 1.3
(Rambaut and Drummond 2003). A majority rule consensus of post burn-in trees were generated in PAUP*4.0
(Swofford 2000), using the resulting posterior distribution
of the trees.

Outgroup Designations
Initially, an analysis was performed on these gene accessions
in the context of a data set comprising the complete complement of MYB genes derived from previously published
full genome analyses (A. thaliana, O. sativa, and P. patens).
Following demonstration of SBG9 monophyly in the context
of other MYB genes, intra-SBG9 organismal outgroups were
subsequently employed for further analyses, that is, sequences
from Phy. patens for the entire SBG9 clade and gymnosperm
sequences for the specific SBG9-A and SBG9-B lineages.
Interestingly, the Phy. patens accessions shared specific
motifs with both the SBG9-A and SBG9-B lineages in the
region to the C-terminus of the MYB domain, supplementary
figure S1, Supplementary Material online. This is perhaps to
be expected in a gene predating the duplication that gave rise
to the SBG9-A and SBG9-B lineages. However, the hybrid
nature of this C-terminus precluded its alignment with accessions for both SBG9-A and B lineages, thus when early land
plant sequences were used as outgroup accessions, only the
MYB domain of the sequences was included in the analysis.

Heterologous Expression in N. tabacum
The LjMYB17-like gene was previously isolated from L. japonicus as part of on-going studies into floral evolution in the
Fabaceae. It was further employed in this study, as the only
cloned representative of the MYB17-like clade readily
available to us. The coding sequence of LjMYB17-like from
L. japonicus (here called LjMYB17-like but also recently published as LjMYB17; see Shelton et al. 2012) was previously
amplified from floral cDNA. Primers were designed with
the software Primer3 (Rozen and Skaletsky 2000), and tails
with restriction sites were added at the 50 -ends. The coding
sequence was PCR amplified and cloned into pGEMT-easy
following the manufacturer’s instructions and sequenced to
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In addition to the partial MIXTA-like MYB genes isolated in
this study, additional MIXTA-like sequences were identified
on the basis of previously published analyses together with
BLAST searches from three primary sources: Phytozome
(http://www.phytozome.net), the Ancestral Angiosperm
Genome Project (http://ancangio.uga.edu/content/aagphome), and NCBI. Accession numbers are listed in supplementary table S2, Supplementary Material online. The search
string employed was the SBG9 R2R3 conserved motif that has
previously been shown to be diagnostic for this gene lineage
(Stracke et al. 2001). In the cases where redundant fragments
or nearly identical sequences were obtained from the same
taxon, only one representative was included. The final data
set comprised a mixture of full-length sequences, close to fulllength cDNA sequences, and partial expressed sequence tag
(EST) fragments. Amino acid alignments of 223 gene accessions including 49 newly sequenced genes sequences were
conducted with MAFFT (http://mafft.cbrc.jp/alignment/
software/) using an E-INS-I alignment strategy. Alignments
were refined with Se-Al (http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/
seal/) and converted to corresponding DNA aligned
sequences with RevTrans (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/
RevTrans/). Motif representation in figure 1 was achieved
by submitting subsections of the amino acid alignment to
WebLogo (http://weblogo.berkeley.edu/logo.cgi).
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R2R3 MYB gene, concluded that the MIXTA and MIXTA-like
genes result from a duplication preceding the divergence of
monocots and eudicots. Our analyses clarify relationships
within the SBG9-A clade and among the MIXTA and
MIXTA-like genes. A gene duplication event toward the
base of the core eudicots generated two major lineages,
here termed “MIXTA” and “MIXTA-like.” In contradiction
to earlier hypotheses, the MIXTA-like gene clade is paralogous
with, and not ancestral to, the MIXTA clade, with both
lineages resulting from a duplication event occurring close
to the origin of the core eudicots.

Characterization of Transformed N. tabacum

The MIXTA Clade

Plants were grown under identical conditions, and similar
developmental stages were compared. The transgenic
plants were tested using RT-PCR with leaf tissue to
confirm LjMYB17-like expression, supplementary figure S2,
Supplementary Material online. Plants found to be expressing
the transgene were investigated phenotypically. For scanning
electron microscopy, a replica technique was used (Green and
Linstead 1990). Dental wax casts were obtained from both
abaxial and adaxial surfaces of the following tissues: corolla
(petal lobe, upper corolla tube, and lower corolla tube), calyx,
stamens (anthers, upper filaments, and lower filaments),
carpel (stigma, upper style, lower style, and ovary), leaf,
and roots. Positive impressions were obtained from the
casts using epoxy resin (Devcon 2-Ton Crystal Clear, Part
No. 33345/S-33), sputter coated with platinum, and studied
under a FEI Philips XL30 FEGSEM electron microscope.
Quantification of cell types was performed on multiple
leaf replicas and the significance assessed with a Student’s
t-test.

In the absence of a robust phylogenetic framework, earlier
comments on orthology of newly isolated genes to MIXTA
relied on sequence similarity percentiles or inferred functional equivalence and consequently could not accurately
identify MIXTA orthologs. For example, Machado et al.
(2009) regard GhMYB25 as “clearly not an ortholog of
MIXTA (either in sequence or in function),” and Walford
et al. (2011) suggest that orthologs of MIXTA have yet to be
found in G. hirsutum. Orthologous relationships are indeed
difficult to determine with respect to AmMIXTA itself
because AmMIXTA is the product of a duplication event
that is likely specific to the Antirrhineae—as such no true
ortholog of MIXTA (or AmMYBML1) exists outside of the
Antirrhineae. Nonetheless, these analyses clearly indicate
GhMYB25 and GhMYB25-like to be the closest relatives
to the ancestor of AmMIXTA and AmMYBML1 (fig. 3).
Our phylogenetic analyses, therefore, demonstrate that
both rosid (GhMYB25-like and GhMYB25-like) and asterid
representatives (AmMIXTA and AmMYBML1) of the MIXTA
clade have been isolated and functionally characterized and
appear to have a general role in the regulation of epidermal
projections, particularly in the context of the flower, where
most sampling has occurred (Noda et al. 1994; Jaffe et al.
2007; Machado et al. 2009; Walford et al. 2011).
There are several possible reasons why a eudicot-wide
MIXTA clade has not been previously recognized. MIXTA
clade members exhibit longer branch lengths than members of the paralogous MIXTA-like lineage, indicating
higher rates of molecular evolution; such molecular rate
heterogeneity would likely confound previous neighborjoining analyses. Earlier phylogenetic investigations relied
on the N-terminus MYB domain, which is highly conserved and lacks phylogenetic variation relative to the
more variable C-terminus; however, the more variable
C-terminus demands extensive manual alignment before
phylogenetic analysis, which was not done in previous
analyses. Furthermore, the MIXTA lineage demonstrates
higher variability at amino acid sites that are more
highly conserved across the MIXTA-like lineage and so
are not immediately visually obvious in the alignment.
MIXTA clade members also appear to be less represented
in public databases, and few of the representatives discovered by our bioinformatic searches were incorporated
in earlier analyses, further ensuring that the MIXTA clade

Discussion
The Early Evolution of the SBG9 R2R3 MYB Genes
Our analyses confirm that the SBG9 R2R3 MYB genes have a
deep evolutionary history, with representatives present in the
earliest lineages of land plants (P. patens, S. moellendorffii, and
M. polymorpha) (Serna and Martin 2006). A gene duplication
event occurred early on in the evolution of the SBG9 R2R3
MYB family resulting in two subclades before the divergence
of the extant seed plants: here termed SBG9-A and SBG9-B
(fig. 1). Members of subclade SBG9-A have a well-established
association with trichome and papillate cell development and
contain the related MIXTA (e.g., AmMIXTA) and MIXTA-like
genes (e.g., AtMYB16 and AtMYB106). In contrast, the phylogenetic conservation and evolutionary significance of the subclade SBG9-B has not previously been recognized.

The Evolution of the SBG9-A Lineage
The evolution of the SBG9-A clade is complex with numerous
duplication events and instances of gene loss (figs. 2 and 3).
Previous phylogenetic analyses, conducted with fewer
sequences to identify relationships between specific genes,
could not resolve these intricate relationships (e.g.,
Baumann et al. 2007; Gilding and Marks 2010). For example,
Gilding and Marks (2010), on inclusion of an orchid SBG9-A
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confirm fidelity. The LjMYB17 insert was digested from a
plasmid miniprep with PstI and BamHI and ligated into a
pGREENII35S plasmid, which carried a double CaMV 35S
promoter and kanamycin resistance (nptII) (Hellens et al.
2000), supplementary figure S1, Supplementary Material online, and then electroporated into competent Agrobacterium
tumefaciens GV3101 for transformation of N. tabacum var.
Samsun using a standard protocol (Horsch et al. 1985).
Shoots that rooted on kanamycin were checked by PCR for
T-DNA insertion, and positive ones were transferred to
Levington’s M3 compost in a contained greenhouse.
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was not recovered. It is unclear why members of the
MIXTA clade appear less common, but they may be
less detectable due to greater variability within priming
and hybridization sites. Higher rates of molecular evolution
could in theory lead to a greater degree of gene loss and
pseudo gene formation, although A. thaliana is the only
example of a fully sequenced genome in which there is
apparently no true MIXTA clade member.

The MIXTA-Like Clade

SBG9-A R2R3-MYBS in Antirrhineae
The impact of this phylogeny within the Antirrhineae merits
special consideration as our understanding of the importance
of the SB9 genes arose from pioneering studies within A.
majus (Noda et al. 1994; Glover and Martin 1998; Glover
et al. 1998). Phylogenetic analysis of the additional sequences
we have isolated in the Antirrhineae reveal that the
AmMIXTA/AmMIXTA-LIKE 1 and AmMIXTA-LIKE 2/
AmMIXTA-LIKE 3 genes are the product of
Antirrhineae-specific duplications within the MIXTA and
MIXTA-like clades, respectively. AmMIXTA performs a
highly specialized function, specifically involved in the formation of petal conical cells in A. majus, but as true MIXTA
orthologs are unique to the Antirrhineae, it is not clear to
what extent the classic MIXTA function can be extrapolated
to other members of the MIXTA clade. Certainly, the
GhMYB25 and GhMYB25-like MIXTA lineage homologs perform quite different roles in the formation of cotton hairs on
ovules (Machado et al. 2009; Walford et al. 2011), although

the underlying processes are probably similar. Similarly,
AmMYBML1 has a restricted role in patterning trichomes,
conical cells, and mesophyll expansion in the ventral petal
and also appears to be restricted to the Antirrhineae, thus it
will be interesting to see to what extent this ventral functionality holds true across the entire tribe and how it is linked to
zygomorphy patterns as a whole. Finally, the tribe
Antirrhineae exhibits great variation among genera with respect to ectopic petaloidy and pollination syndrome, thus it
will be important to determine what impact increased
SBG9-A gene diversity plays in the origin and evolution of
such morphological variation (Landis et al. 2012).

The Evolution and Functional Characterization of
the SBG9-B Lineage
We reveal the existence of the SBG9-B lineage and demonstrate that it is the ancient product of a gene duplication
predating the seed plants (fig. 1). As with the SBG9-A lineage, a major duplication has occurred within SBG9-B, probably coinciding with the origin of the core eudicots, and
generating two clades—here termed MYB17 and
MYB17-like (fig. 4). AtMYB17 has been the subject of two
previous studies, which revealed that AtMYB17 is involved
in the commitment to flowering and acts together with
LEAFY to regulate APETALA1 activity (Zhang et al. 2009;
Pastore et al. 2011). It is difficult to interpret these data
with reference to cellular differentiation, as it is not clear
to what extent (if any) the epidermal phenotype was analyzed in transgenic lines. So it remains possible that
AtMYB17 performs additional roles in epidermal modeling
and its characterized role in the floral transition. Nicotiana
EST-derived fragments nested within the MYB17 lineage are
derived from trichome-specific transcriptomes, implicating
the SBG9-B lineage in the regulation of epidermal projections. Alternatively, AtMYB17 could have acquired an alternate role relative to other SBG9-B genes—not unlikely given
the degree of paralogy in the SBG9 lineages.
All the major core eudicot clades of the SBG9 R2R3 MYB
genes are represented with functional data (MIXTA,
MIXTA-like, and MYB-17), with the exception of the
MYB17-like clade. Unfortunately, an absence of MYB17-like
genes from species such as A. thaliana and N. tabacum precludes in planta genetic analysis in these model organisms.
Therefore, to explore the possibility that members of
MYB17-like clade of SBG9-B lineage are also involved in
the regulation of cellular differentiation, we examined the
overexpression phenotype of the LjMYB17-like gene from
L. japonicus in the heterologous context of N. tabacum—a
common bioassay for the ability to induce conical cell differentiation (Glover and Martin 1998; Glover et al. 1998). Ectopic
expression of the LjMYB17-like gene in tobacco results in a
dramatic conversion of most epidermal cells to the conical
form in all epidermal tissues (fig. 5), a strong phenotype reminiscent of the original 35S:AmMIXTA phenotype (Glover
et al. 1998). The production of conical cells on the leaves is
particularly striking, as this phenotypic consequence of ectopic expression of a SBG9 R2R3 MYB gene has only
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The MIXTA-like clade has a well-resolved structure that is
generally strongly supported and tracks the angiosperm
organismal phylogeny (fig. 3). It contains the majority of
the functionally characterized SBG9 R2R3 MYB genes
(table 1). AmMYBML2 (Baumann et al. 2007) and
AmMYBML3 (Jaffe et al. 2007) (from A. majus),
PhMYBML1 (from P. hybrida) (Baumann et al. 2007),
PtMYB186 (from P. tremula  P. alba) (Plett et al. 2010),
and AtMYB16 (from A. thaliana) (Baumann et al. 2007) are
all implicated in the positive regulation of papillate cells or
trichomes. AtMYB106 (NOECK) has recently been thoroughly investigated and shown to function as both positive
and negative regulator of trichome development (Gilding
and Marks 2010). However, Brassicaceae representatives of
MIXTA-like genes are the product of a recent duplication
and on long branches suggestive of high rates of molecular
evolution. Therefore, it remains possible that the dual regulatory function of AtMYB106 is the consequence of
Brassicaceae-specific neo-functionalization following a duplication event. Nonetheless, MgMYBML8 also appears to
function as a negative regulator of trichome development,
as reduced transcript levels correlate with increased trichome density in Mimulus guttatus (Scoville et al. 2011). The
regulatory role of the MIXTA-like lineage therefore appears
to be quite labile, with representatives in different taxa
involved in either positive or negative regulation of epidermal projections, or both.
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Implications of Phylogeny for the Functional Study of
Epidermal Projections
Our phylogeny has several immediate implications for the
study of epidermal projections. Both SBG9-A and SBG9-B
lineages stem from a preseed-plant duplication, and members
of both lineages appear to be involved in the regulation of
trichomes or conical cells. However, more work needs to be
done in the SBG9-B lineage to confirm this. It seems probable
that the ancestral gene(s) to these two lineages performed a
related function before the origin of flowering plants, perhaps
with an epidermal-localized role, or as a regulator of cell
expansion and elongation. It would be interesting to characterize the function of SBG-9 genes in early land plant model
taxa such as Physcomitrella, Marchantia, and Selaginella to
understand their early functions and recruitment to the specification of epidermal projections. Serna and Martin (2006)
proposed a role for Physcomitrella SBG-9 genes in protonemal
development, which involves branching, as loss of function of
one of the genes (PpMYB1) is lethal (Leech et al. 1993).
Similarly, within seed plants, it is probable that early diverging
members of the SBG9-A and SBG9-B lineages perform a conserved role in cellular differentiation; thus, the SBG9-A clade
of MYB genes are good candidates for the continued exploration of conical cell evolution in early diverging lineages of
angiosperms.
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Large numbers of familial level duplications across the
SBG-9 clade (e.g., within Poaceae, Asteraceae, Fabaceae,
Plantaginaceae, and Brassicaceae in the SBG9-A clade or
within Poaceae and Solanaceae in the SBG9-B clade) pose
opportunities for the study of conical cell evolution in relation
to petal identity. For example, papillionoid legumes exhibit a
great range of patterns in epidermal morphology associated
with highly differentiated petals along the dorso-ventral axis
of the flower (Ojeda et al. 2009, 2012). Given the duplications
within SBG9-A in Fabaceae, it is of interest to determine to
what extent legume epidermal diversity incorporates this radiation of the MIXTA-like lineages.
Finally, identification of an entirely new lineage of SBG-9
MYB genes expands opportunities for the genetic manipulation of epidermal traits in crop plants, such as the genetic
control of cotton trichomes in G. hirsutum. The dissection
of cotton fiber genetics has largely relied on a candidate
gene approach and the screening of the cotton fiber transcriptome. This has achieved some success, for example, two
cotton MIXTA clade members GhMYB25 and GhMYB25-like
have been shown to be important in the early regulation and
development of cotton fibers (Machado et al. 2009; Walford
et al. 2011); however, in general, few genes have been characterized. At least an estimated 75% of the cotton genome is
transcribed at some point during the development of the
cotton fiber (Hovav et al. 2008)—this limits our ability to
discriminate the key regulators of important cotton traits
on the basis of transcriptomics alone. Given this challenge,
a phylogeny-directed approach to identify further candidate
genes is appealing. Our analysis reveals the existence of at
least two more uncharacterized Gossypium orthologs from
the MIXTA-like and MYB17 clades—promising candidates
for a regulatory role in cotton fiber development (figs. 3
and 4). The phylogeny also suggests the possibility of a hitherto undetected MYB17-like ortholog in Gossypium, which
may be valuable to characterize.

Conclusion
In summary, we have generated a comprehensive phylogeny
for the SBG9 R2R3 MYB genes. This comparative framework
has 1) resolved a complex evolutionary history of duplication
and enabled comparative genetic inference between functionally characterized genes; 2) revealed a previously unrecognized lineage of SBG9 genes, which our preliminary
functional assay suggests to be able to regulate epidermal
differentiation, and 3) identified several functionally uncharacterized homologs of SBG9 from species such as cotton in
which trichomes are of commercial importance. Ultimately,
this improved understanding of diversity among SBG9 R2R3
MYB genes will greatly facilitate on-going research into the
relationship between genetic regulators and natural variation
in plant cellular differentiation.

Supplementary Material
Supplementary tables S1 and S2, data S1 and S2, and figures
S1 and S2 are available at Molecular Biology and Evolution
online (http://www.mbe.oxfordjournals.org/).
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previously been reported for AmMIXTA itself. Expression of
all other studied genes from SBG9 R2R3 MYB family in
tobacco results in the production of conical cells on the
ovary (as seen here) and more rarely on other floral organs
or inflorescence tissues (Glover and Martin 1998; Glover
et al. 1998; Baumann et al. 2007; Jaffe et al. 2007; Di Stilio
et al. 2009). The ability of LjMYB17-like to induce the formation of conical cells indicates the ability of the encoded
protein to regulate similar transcriptional targets as other
members of the SBG9 lineage (e.g., AmMIXTA). The notable strength of the phenotype (i.e., the formation of conical cells on vegetative organs) could indicate either a
particularly effective transcriptional regulator of the downstream cellular differentiation pathway or the ability to
interact with protein partners present in tobacco leaves
that do not interact with previously assayed SBG9 proteins.
Quantitative analysis of cell types on the adaxial and abaxial surface of leaves, and the ovary and stamen filaments
from transformed lines showed significant (P < 0.01) increases in the numbers of conical cells and trichomes.
We appreciate that overexpression of MYB transcription
factors can lead to a loss of target specificity, and as
such, the observed phenotype in overexpressed lines may
not be a reflection of in planta function in its entirety
(Andersson et al. 1999). However, the phenotype is strongly
reminiscent of the original MIXTA experiments, which, together with the phylogenetic analysis, emphasize the likelihood that the SBG9-B lineage is involved in the regulation
of cellular differentiation, much like its sister lineage
SBG9-A.
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